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LOOK   UP
AND COVER YOUR DOWNSIDE RISK WITH

IIFL MULTICAP ADVANTAGE PMS 
The strategy with a put option.

IIFL Multicap Advantage PMS strategy aims to limit downside risk, with potential 
of uncapped upside. By aiming to safeguarding the downside, alpha generated 
over long term is higher.

Put   ption
Cap your risk

Disclaimer: Securities investments are subject to market risks and there is no assurance or guarantee that the objectives of  the 
Strategy will be achieved. As with any securities investment, the value of a portfolio can go up or down depending on the factors 
and forces affecting the capital markets. Past performance of the Portfolio Manager may not be indicative of the performance in the 
future.

Visit www.iiflamc.com for more info or contact your financial advisor.



In an ever-changing market, delivering consistent results is a hard promise 
to keep. We strive to keep it anyway.

GET THE BENEFIT
OF FOCUS.

INVEST IN IIFL MULTICAP PMS.

IIFL Multicap PMS

The portfolio manager aims to achieve the investment objective of generating long term capital appreciation for investors 
by: 

    Focusing on a basket of 20-25 stocks with a bias towards large Caps

    Investing in stocks available at a discount to their intrinsic value

    Actively use sector rotation to genrate Alpha 

Returns less than one year are on absolute basis. Returns more than one year are on compounded annualised basis. Past performance 
may or may not be sustained in future.

IIFL Multicap PMS - Performance
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Disclaimer: Securities investments are subject to market risks and there is no assurance or guarantee that the objectives of  the Strategy 
will be achieved. As with any securities investment, the value of a portfolio can go up or down depending on the factors and forces 
affecting the capital markets. Past performance of the Portfolio Manager may not be indicative of the performance in the future.
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Greetings from PMS Bazaar !

PMS & AIF Summit 2.0 – The Next BIG shift has been an awe-inspiring event adding value to every delegate, 
panellist, sponsors and to PMSbazaar. With this grand success the PMS & AIF industry is indeed progressing 
towards The Next BIG Shift further with one more feather to their cap!

We are thankful to everyone who was instrumental to make the event a grand knowledgeable session for the 
500+ Participants from 17 different states, 29 Cities and from foreign locations.

We have been receiving positive feedback from Investors, Investment Advisors, Family Offices, Fund/Portfolio 
Managers, Wealth Advisors and media. We thank every one of you for your valuable feedback. We are 
especially thankful for the suggestions to make the next event more powerful and effective; we take this 
opportunity to assure you that the suggestions will be implemented rightly.

We appreciate the patience, orderly conduct and the enthusiasm shown towards every agenda of the Summit 
by the delegates, without which the Summit would not have achieved such value. We share the feelings of 
many a speakers, who have expressed that they were elated to share their experience. Few of them even went 
on to accept they could not escape the contagious spread of the delegates’ enthusiasm. 

PMS & AIF Summit  2.0 - The Next BIG Shift portrayed 6 Presentations and 4 Panels, which were deliberated by 
28 Professionals. Only with the complete determination to provide the best to the delegates, we at PMSbazaar, 
could bring-together these 28 seasoned professionals on stage. It would not be an exaggeration to say; probably 
it is the First time they were together in a single session.

In order to quench the feelings of “missing-the-bus” and also to enable the delegates to reminisce the 
PMS & AIF Summit 2.0 - The Next BIG shift, we will soon be releasing the videos, kindly subscribe to our 
YouTube Channel. 

With such a supportive industry, we are now induced to innovate and provide more to everyone. PMS Bazaar 
welcomes all on-board “The Next BIG Shift”!

Mr. Rajesh Kumar D
Founder - Director

Mr. Hameed Rahman
Founder - Director

PMS Bazaar Team

Message From
PMS Bazaar Team

Mr. Daniel G M
Founder - Director

Mr. Pallavarajan R
Founder - Director

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoDYS49xO8Py2v9yOmS9d8Q?view_as=subscriber
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Reshaping PMS & AIF Industry

Mr. Pallava Rajan
Founder - Director

PMSBazaar

Mr. Daniel G M
Founder - Director

PMSBazaar

Milestones

4
Branches

50
Portfolio 
Managers

111
Strategies

40
AIF Schemes

10,000
Registrations





PMS & AIF Summit ( 1st Edition)

News Letter Launch

Mr. Pallavarajan, Founder-Director of PMSbazaar, presented his opening 
address “Reshaping PMS & AIF Industry”. Mr. Pallavarajan was quite 
revealing on his care towards the investors, by sharing his experience “in 
parallel search of reliable relevant data to make the informed decision - 
one - from the Mutual fund - two - from the PMS”. The delegates could 
feel the heartfelt concern for them, when Mr. Pallavarajan went on to 
explain how his efforts to mine the PMS data went in fiasco.

Mr. Daniel proposed the fantastic innovative idea called PMS bazaar.  
Mr. Pallavarajan, Mr. Daniel, Mr. Rajesh and Mr. Hameed, joined together 
and launched the “PMS Bazaar”as the First portal on PMS & AIF, in 
October-2017, with details of 8 Portfolio Managers and 20 Strategies, 
operating from just one location.

The journey of PMS bazaar till date has grown into covering 50 Portfolio 
Managers, 111 PMS strategies and 40 AIF schemes. Along the path, 
Mumbai branch was opened in Sep-2018, Delhi & Bengaluru branches 
in July-2019.

PMS bazaar had successfully concluded their First PMS & AIF Summit 
in Oct-2018 and the PMS & AIF Summit 2.0, The Next BIG Shift, another 
leap towards fulfilling the needs of the investors. Accolades include the 

“Best Financial Services Award - 2018” bestowed to the PMS Bazaar, in 
recognition for the first time initiative in the Indian market with innovative 
techno driven approach to cater to investors with reliable PMS information 
for decisive action.

PMS bazaar today boasts more than 10,000 registered users, PMS bazaar 
periodically releases News Letter, PMS Guide and AIF Guide every month. 
Majority of them are consistent beneficiaries of the Data, Information and 
Tools.

In order to imbibe further knowledge, PMS Bazaar's Valuable customers, 
released the “Special-Edition” of the PMS & AIF Summit 2.0, The Next BIG 
Shift, on the stage. 

Mr. Daniel, Founder & director of PMS Bazaar continued the presentation 
“Reshaping PMS & AIF Industry”, with the phenomenal growth ensued 
by the PMS & AIF industry in the past 5 years with specific attention to 
the past 1 year growth trajectory, in spite of the Market turmoil in the 
recent times. He further highlighted the current utilisation of PMS bazaar’s 
data by Investors, Portfolio Managers, Wealth Managers, Family Offices, 
Financial Advisors and the Media.

Knowledge Session
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Thus, after establishing The Next BIG Shift happening towards the PMS & AIF industry, presented one of the factors of PMS bazaar’s reshaping 
plans, the “Finalyca” the versatile tool for ultimate investor experience.

It was quite heartening to have experienced the excitement of the delegates during and after the 2 minutes video roll-out enhancing the Power 
of “Finalyca”. The Next BIG Shift - tool in analytics of entire gamut of investment vehicles at one go.

And offers more freedom to analyse various other relevant data and information.

PMS bazaar has been instrumental in reshaping the PMS & AIF industry in the past and continue to innovate, inspire and inculcate better and 
bigger to the investment industry.

1. Compare-Funds / Strategies, Fund / Strategy mining, theme description videos, fact sheets etc., across all products 
(PMS,AIF,MF & ULIP)

2. Portfolio overlaps, highlighting the overlap of portfolio’s sectors and stocks.

3. Fund / Strategy mining, with multiple parameters of categories, themes, market-cap, performance of various periods, 
expense ratios, age of the Portfolio, Rolling returns, AMCs, Fund Manager etc.,

4. Fund / Strategy mining, on risk parameters like, Portfolio P/E, Alpha, Beta, Standard Deviation, Sharpe ratio, credit 
ratings, R-squared, etc.

“Finalyca” will reshape the industry with its number of innovative features, which are Authentic, 
Accurate, Analytics, including:

Knowledge Session
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Trends in Asset Management and Wealth Management

Mr. Anup Maheshwari, CIO & Jt. - CEO, IIFL AMC

Mr. Anup Maheshwari, Chief Investment officer & Joint 
Chief Executive Officer, IIFL , presented the “Trends in 
Asset Management & Wealth Management”, gradually 
building up the enhancement on growth potential by 
illustration of GDP, Total wealth and Financialization 
since 2013 and projecting to year 2023. He went 
on further to the existing growth trends of various 
investment products including PMS & AIF projecting 
to the year 2023. Projected listed equity figure of ` 4 
Trillion for PMS and ` 1 Trillion for AIF were statistical 
projections and were quite convincing.

Mr. Anup Maheswari’s methodical reasoning of “Lower 
penetration provides Longer Runway for Growth” 
augured well to boost the confidence of the delegates. 
Emergence of Newer strategies and Managers, 
innovative pricing and structuring, transparency and 
data availability, will increase the Asset allocation in 

India towards the Alternatives, from the current 3% 
to 18% was another convincing argument on Growth, 
which was a good booster of morale to the delegates.

Financialization, Equitization, Solutions, Talent, 
Innovation, Transparency, Value creation, Client focus 
and Trust building are the forces, which will work 
together and bring Growth in alternatives.

Mr. Anup Maheswari Highlighted the 
quote of JC Penney - Growth is never 

by mere chance; it is the result of forces 
working together

Knowledge Session
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PMS - The Next BIG Shift

Panel Discussion : ( L to R ) Mr. Balasubramanian, Mr. Nimesh Shah , Mr. Aashish P Somaiyaa , Mr. Prateek Agrawal  & Ms. Shashi Singh

The Panel with 4 Panelists was moderated by Ms. Shashi Singh, Senior Partner | National Sales Head - IIFL AMC. She opened the Panel by 
congratulating Mr. A. Balasubramanian for completing 25 years and celebrating the Silver Jubilee at Aditya Birla.

During the discussions, Ms. Shashi Singh, has mentioned that the transparency in the industry is very good, we should credit PMS Bazaar for the 
way the data is used now to look at performances, comparisons etc.

PMS as an asset class if positioned properly with focus 
on fundamentals can deliver very good returns. 

PMS if sold right will be a good asset class. As 
there are no boundaries there is less surety, hence 
understanding is important. Wealth is everywhere 
understanding is not everywhere to tolerate the risk.Mr. A. Balasubramanian, Managing Director & CEO, Aditya Birla.

Knowledge Session
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Investors of direct equity mostly underperform the 
Nifty but they are very happy at stating anecdotes. 
Mutual fund is like being operated with anesthesia 
- PMS is like being operated without anesthesia. 
PMS is very transparent, but the ability to handle the 
transparency is important. 

Portfolio and the fund-flows are isolated from 
others in PMS, while it is mixed together in Mutual 
Funds and exposed to the vagaries of the investor 
psychology of millions of people.

The PMS industry has been growing robustly in the 
past 5 years, and it is assumed it will grow further 
in the near future as the investor base grows. If 
the investment-cap is increased from 25 Lakhs to 
50 Lakhs, it will impact the investor base growth. 
There will be stagnation for some time and then the 
industry will grow.

Most of PMS are standalone and are owner driven. 
Professionally run houses have teamed alignment of 
interest and process based approach

Mr. Aashish P Somaiyaa, Managing Director & CEO, 
Motilal Oswal AMC.

Mr. Prateek Agrawal, Business Head & CIO, ASK.

Positioning the PMS should be as High-risk &  
High-return strategy. Contra is the place where PMS 
can work beautifully. 

When there is loss everyone become retail investor. 
In the year 2008-09, I have seen many corporate had 
said we do not understand this product when they 
were in loss . Client understanding of the product is 
more importantMr. Nimesh shah, Managing Director & CEO, ICICI Prudential.

PMS is to be positioned rightly.

Most PMSes are process based and owner driven

PMS is isolated from vagaries of other investors.

Risk is to be understood.

Knowledge Session
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India Equity Opportunity - Learnings from the Last Market Cycle

Mr. Shailendra Kumar , CIO & Co-Founder, Narnolia Financial Advisors Ltd.

Mr. Shailendra Kumar, initiated with Global GDP 
figures with respect to Indian GDP. Mr. Shailendra 
Kumar illustrated an important fact missed-out by 
many. The Indian Equity Markets having fallen 11 
times below the 15 P/E levels from 1990 to 2010 
and never fell below 15 P/E since 2010 till date.

Mr. Shailendra Kumar sailed smoothly through the 
explanation of stock research process, convergence 
of Top-down and Bottom-up, interest rate and 
liquidity cycles. Bull-whips and 3 dimensions of 
stock, namely Quality, Growth and Valuation were 
quite insightful. 

Mr. Shailendra Kumar’s risk management style 
“Know how market is treating your Fund is an 
important risk managing tool”, bode well with the 
delegates.

Striving to do  
a little better than  

average every year is  
better for long term  
out-performance

Knowledge Session
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Emerging Portfolio Managers

The Panel consisted 6 panellists and was moderated by Mr. Anunaya Kumar, Director & Head of sales, Invesco AMC. Mr. Anunaya Kumar opened 
the panel discussions with the comment that these are the Emerging Portfolio Managers, whose Portfolio strategies performed well in recent 
times, and the client addition was appreciable, in spite of the market turmoil.

Mr. Anunaya Kumar concluded that though Panellists had different and varying methods of approach to investments, the common trait agreed 
upon by every panellist is the Quality of the stocks picked.

Panel Discussion : ( L to R ) Mr. Trideep Bhattacharya, Mr. Mayur Patel , Mr. Amit Mantri , Mr. Rakshit Ranjan, Mr. Atul Suri, 
Mr. Deepak Radhakrishnan & Mr. Anunaya Kumar

Impression left with the customer is important and 
creates repeat performance from the same customer. 
That is Brand building. Globally it takes on an average 
30 years to build a brand, the current technological 
advancement has reduced the time considerably.

India is becoming more brand conscious and Indian 
brands are noticed everywhere. Hence investing in 
brands creates wealth.

There are 4 major brand cycles, namely, emerging 
brand, established brand, falling brand and  
turn-around brand. More profits are built while investing 
through the emerging brand cycle, the challenge is to 
identify the cycle at early stages. Established brands 
offer reasonable returns. It is difficult to identify  
turn-around cycles, but once rightly identified can 
offer good returns.

Mr. Trideep Bhattacharya, Senior Portfolio Manager, 
Alternative Investments - AXIS AMC.

India is Becoming More 
Brand Conscious

Knowledge Session
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Process based stock selection, through SCDV  
(Secular-Cyclical-Defensive-Value-trap) model is 
followed to build the Portfolio. Secular - implies 
quality stocks compounding on earnings and other 
fundamentals. Cyclical - implies quality stocks from 
cyclical sectors with low-leverage are selected. 
Defensive - are stocks resilient to bad market 
conditions. Value-traps - are avoided through rigorous 
downside risk analysis.

IIFL Multi cap advantage PMS uses 5 to 8 % of the 
portfolio value to buy long-dated Nifty put options, 
while the core portfolio is built on the common 
investment philosophy. Since the portfolio contains 
non-index stocks, this is not a full hedge and can 
be called semi-hedge; this hedge can protect the 
portfolio from over-all severe market crashes, with 
the willingness to forego small portion profits during 
good times.

Majority of the Portfolio Managers follow Value 
investing, 2Point2 Capital also follow the same basic 
philosophy. But, with same philosophy stocks can be 
different in portfolios managed. Staying away from 
bad apples will automatically create better returns for 
the over-all portfolio. Corporate Governance is given 
more importance while picking the stocks for our 
portfolios.

Rather than looking at market cap it is important 
to look at the quality of business. Companies 
doing quality businesses need not necessarily be 
large cap. Hence value sustains in spite of overall  
indices collapse.

Mr. Mayur Patel, Principal fund Manager  
for Listed equity, IIFL AMC.

Mr. Amit Mantri, Co-Founder of 2Point2 Capital.

More Time is Spent on  
Down-side Risk Analysis

Decent Profit Consistently is Good 
Strategy in the Long Term

Knowledge Session
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Risk and speculation is killed when selecting only 
the companies with 10 to 15 years of consistent 
fundamental track record. We are obsessed 
with forensic audit of the company. Consistent-
compounders strategy is able to perform due to such 
approaches in stock selection.

Though we follow the same methods to pick stocks, 
as explained in our books Coffee Can Investing & The 
Unusual Billionaires, at certain specific situations 
robotics may ignore the good stocks, or may hold 
the wrong stocks. Deeper forensic audit and right 
assessment of external situation can correct this 
robotic shortcoming.

Witnessed boom times and bubble burst during the 
IT bubble – 1997 to 2000. Huge Wealth destruction 
was seen through price corrections to the tune of 
80% even in good companies. Then started following 
George Soros principle of “reflexivity” and started 
implementing “exit-strategies”. As per reflexivity 
price destruction can affect the fundamentals of the 
company, for example – inability to raise capital.

In order to enable exit, while entering we should make 
sure there is enough volume/liquidity. Pick stocks 
that do well in bad times. Have proper exit strategy 
in place.

Pelican has very simple strategy to select only Leaders 
of the sectors. The portfolio will be concentrated 
with only 8 to 10 stocks. We sit on cash when value 
is trading at high premium and wait for the right 
opportunity to enter.

From the experience, Pelican is quite confident to 
create excess returns with simple, concentrated 
portfolio build at the right opportune time.

Mr. Rakshit Ranjan, Founder & Portfolio Manager, Marcellus.

Mr. Atul Suri, Founder, Chief Executive Officer & Chief 
Investment Officer, Marathon trends

Mr. Deepak Radhakrishnan, Portfolio Manager, Pelican.

By Finding the DNA of the Company and assessing the 
sustenance of DNA, we can take out the Speculation

Quality is Awarded in any Market – Cut your Losses & 
Ride your Profits

Only if you have CASH you can use the opportunity when Value is at Low Price

Knowledge Session
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Indian Alternates taking cue from the Global space

Mr. Vijayendiran R  , Director & CEO, Sundaram Alternates 

Mr. Vijayendiran, Director & CEO, Sundaram 
Alternate Assets Ltd., presented the Global 
alternatives evolution quite methodically right from 
the scenario prior to year 1920, and the emergence 
of Alternates with reasons and advantages. He 
further illustrated clearly through pie-charts, the 
Global growth of alternatives from 10% of total AUM 
in 2003 to 16% in the year 2018. Global drivers of 
growth were explained with future projections till the 
year 2023. The comparative India’s stance vis-à-vis 
other economies were vividly pictured in an easy to 
grasp manner.

Mr. Vijayendiran addressed the investment style 
for India with 5 important tenets, Downside 
protection- Lower drawdown, Lower volatility, 
Better risk-adjusted return, Better transparency and 
Institutionalization. He has deliberated on how India 
should learn from the Global players and benefit 
from the structural changes happening in India.

Institutionalization will be 
a key driver as regulatory 

reforms bring about 
transparency

Mr. Vijayendiran concluded that AIFs can be an 
efficient pooling structure to lock-in long term 
capital.

Knowledge Session
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How Economic Reforms will Drive Wealth Generation in India

Mr. Saurabh Mukherjea, Founder & CIO, Marcellus

Mr. Saurabh Mukherjea, Founder & Chief Investment 
Officer, Marcellus Investment Managers, presented 
potency of the General elections to induce growth 
in economy. Wise comparison of Italy’s struggle 
creating geniuses like Leonardo-da-Vinci versus 
Switzerland’s peace creating only the “cuckoo-
clock”, triggered the delegates intellect, right from 
the start. 

Mr. Saurabh Mukherjea, illustrated with empirical 
evidence that the markets have always generated 
80% of the returns two years following General 
Elections (with one exception of 1999 election). 
He further went on to explain with one example of 
economic reform, corporate tax rate cut, which will 
benefit companies with combination of High ROCE, 
High investment rate and High tax rate.

Mr. Saurabh Mukherjea concluded with the 
performance highlight of Marcellus strategy CCP 

Elections in developing 
countries have cyclical 

effects on Policy.

General Elections, not GDP 
growth, drive the Sensex

and advised the delegates to get more information 
from his published books “The Unusual Billionaires” 
and the “Coffee can investing” 

Knowledge Session
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The Next Big Opportunity

Mr. Shahzad Madon, Head - PMS & Alternative Assets & Mr. Varun Goel,  Fund Manager - AIF & PMS - Nippon India

Mr. Shahzad Madon, Head - PMS & Alternative 
Assets, Nippon India, opened his presentation with 
the Global statistical fact that the Global Alternatives 
have grown twice the rate of traditional investments 
since 2005. He highlighted the advantages of Long 
only Cat-III AIF, namely Skin in the game, Flexible 
investment mandate, Scope for Alpha generation 
and Ease & Convenience.

Mr. Varun Goel, Fund Manager - AIF & PMS, Nippon 
India, continued to present the uncompromising 
stock selection philosophy, MUST-5, adhered by 
Nippon India, namely, Business potential, Corporate 
Governance, Earnings track-record, Promoter 
ownership, Capital allocation. Through the Must-5, 
Nippon India aims to create differentiated Strategies 
which can create Alpha for the Investor.

Globally Alternatives Have 
Become Mainstream

Cat-II, typically Private debt 
& Equity is the Largest 
category, while Cat III is 
growing at a fast pace.

Knowledge Session
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AIF Leaders : Where we have been & Where we are Headed

Cat-I - AIF is not affected by Markets - Only risk 
is the time-line - Only those who can wait for 

real long-term should choose Cat-I - AIF

The life cycle of the start-ups is at lowest-point, 
while the established listed companies are at the 
matured level of life cycle. It is like the difference 
between assessing the Adult vs Child. We need to 
assess whether the child will evolve well.

Indian Businesses are in Nascent stage but very 
vibrant and quite rapidly expanding, hence we 
witness sizeable fund flows from foreign, seeing 
the opportunity. Awareness has initiated more fund 
flows from the Domestic markets also recently.

Markets and external conditions does not affect 
the Cat-I investment much, except the timing. The 
main challenge is whether the liquidity, can happen 
as scheduled? Hence, we advise investors to be 
really long-term oriented to invest in Cat-I of AIF. 
Anticipated time-line for maturity is 7 years. I am 
very Bullish on AIF Cat-I

Mr. Rajesh Sehgal, Managing Partner, Equanimity Investments

AIF Panel had 4 Panellists, moderated by Mr. Nimesh Mehta, Director & Head - Sales & Products - ASK.  
Mr. Nimesh Mehta initiated the Panel by a challenge, to convince the good number of investors watching as 
delegates, on the AIF potential.

Panel Discussion : ( L to R ) Mr. Prashasta Seth, Mr. Nalin Moniz, Mr. Sunil Singhania, Mr. Rajesh Sehgal & Mr. Nimesh Mehta

&
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Equity will be the Best Asset Class for the Next 
20 years; Do not get swayed by the Trend or the 

Fashion of the Season - Remain Calm

The Recent Turmoil in Markets made the Long-Short funds to Thrive

Currently “Passive is the New Bubble”. Passive funds 
are chasing Larger companies and bloating the P/E 
valuations. While investing, you are not buying but 
becoming the partner in the Business. Valuation of the 
Business is to be justified. Five years from now, the 
equations will change and once again Quality Small 
& Midcaps will be valuable. I am a believer of Mean-
reversion.

Currently, it is very difficult for the Portfolio Managers to 
sell Small & Midcap themes. What is difficult to sell is 
what investors should look at. 

All negative factors are discounted. For every positive 
factor, markets will go up by 5%. We should be now 
prepared for the Positives.

India is a stock picker’s market. While selecting 
strong governance and values, Debt-laden and non-
performers are rejected. Hence, the recent time was 
conducive for both Long and Short entries.

Additional tax burden on Cat-II and Cat-III Long short 
funds is the Elephant in the room. AIF forum has 
represented the industry to the Government with 
statistics and concerns on clarity on tax issues. We are 
hopeful to get clarity in the forthcoming 2020 budget.

Mr. Sunil Singhania, Founder, Abakkas Asset Manager

Mr. Nalin Moniz, Chief Investment Officer - Alternate Equity & 
Business Head, Edelweiss.

AIF is the Most Efficient  
way to Manage funds

The Biggest challenge while managing the AIF during 
the past 3 years was how you separate yourself from 
the Euphoria & Despair of the Markets.

Investing in Pre-IPO, has only a single concern, that is, 
the IPO getting delayed. Due to non-conducive market 
timings many start-ups post-pone their IPO; Some due 
to delays in compliance/processing issues postpone 
their IPO. However, IIFL funds have exited 1/3rd of the 
pre-IPOs. Another about 35% is in unlisted entities 
mostly in financial services and consumer industries, 
which have investor appetite for liquidity.

When the overall market conditions are conducive the 
exit is in lesser time and when not-conducive more time 
is needed to exit. Only time is the risk, but expected to 
be reasonable

Prashasta Seth, Chief Executive Officer & Fund Manager - Equity, 
IIFL AMC.

The Panel concluded with the strong advice for the Investors to remain long-term.

&
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Unlocking the Economic Growth & Potential Wealth Creation

Panel Discussion : ( L to R ) Mr. Ajaya Sharma, Mr. Hiren Ved , Mr. Bharat Shah , Mr. Shankar Sharma  & Mr. Raamdeo Agrawal

The Panel was moderated by Mr. Ajaya Sharma, News Editor - Markets, Anchor - ET Now. He has opened the discussions by stating – “Any 
Market related Panel cannot be more wonderful than the current Panel, and also with wonderful audience of more than 480 delegates”.

Never before has the cleaning up been such a 
concentrated one and carried out so ruthlessly and that 
is very healthy. The earlier changes were important 
ones but what is going on right now is a cataclysmic 
kind of a change. It is really sharp and very rough kind 
of sorting out the good from the bad and the bad from 
the ugly. Value at the right Price is the Virtue.

Like Philip Arthur Fisher would say, “return on equities 
is a holy grail of a great management.”

No reform can be painless and reforms definitely will 
mean disruption. If it were to be a status quo, then it 
cannot be a reform. So, reforms have to hurt, they have 
to be painful and then only can the rotten be destroyed 
and good things will be created. That is exactly what 
is going on. A lot of rubbish businesses and rubbish 
managements are getting destroyed and the good ones 
are flowering. You are seeing a tremendous contrast. 
Markets in entirety may have suffered in terms of an 
overall drop in last 18 months or so, but good and bad 
businesses have been segregated. So many of them 
are hitting life-time highs and lows and that contrast 
is healthy.

Mr. Bharat shah, Executive Director, ASK 

The earlier changes were important 
ones but what is going on right now is 

a cataclysmic kind of a change.

Knowledge Session
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Defining quality is easy but building reasonable 
portfolio with all quality companies is difficult. 
Searching for many ideas to add on to the portfolio may 
not be possible, but one or two ideas to search quality 
companies in a year are not impossible. 

As per Mr. Warren Buffett, there are three important 
traits to select Quality

1. Competence

2. Passion & energy

3. Integrity

In India the first trait to check is the integrity; this 
has to be done through methodical culture test of the 
companies.

I am concerned about the investors, when they have to 
face such price collapse like the recent times. Hordes 
of investors enter the Market only near the peak. For 
example, we enter at 10 and the market may peak-out 
at 30, many will enter at 25, and now the market is at 
20-or-22, they need to wait patiently for growth. Even 
good quality companies have suffered in this price 
collapse, next five years will yield good returns.

Mr. Raamdeo Agrawal, Jt. Managing Director, Motilal Oswal.

In India integrity is the 
First quality to check 

to build a good Portfolio. 

I had realised during one of the bubbles, some stocks 
earning huge returns in 1 hour or even lesser time. I 
have suddenly realised “My portfolio is smarter than 
me”, that is when I started selling, then invariably the 
bubble burst even good stocks corrected by 80 to 90% 
from their peak price.

It is better not to speculate what will happen tomorrow, 
take it when it comes and decide. There is no “One-
Approach” to investing. Like Cricket-batsman you need 
to play according to the form of game, pitch, team etc.

There is huge difference between fee and penalty. If 
you consider market loss as a fee you will learn and 
enter market wisely, if you consider as penalty, you will 
never come back.

Mr. Shankar Sharma, Vice Chairman & Jt. Managing 
Director, First Global.

Profits Earned in Bear 
Market are Treasures

Knowledge Session
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In the past 18 years, there were many occurrences, 
5 elections, mother of all bear markets in 2008, PIGS 
troubles, Oil at $147 oil at $ 30, none of them affected 
the long-term growth of the portfolios held on for the 
past 18 years, they have yielded very decent returns 
with good Alpha. We worry too much on externals. 
Long-term investors should not worry about current 
slow-down.

We have Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva in our tradition, 
as other Panellists also discussed, without destruction 
there is no re-generation. Many find opportunity in 
these times. 

The talk on a small company growing very Large may 
be good to hear, but not very many. Only 4.5% of the 
stocks in India had grown from small-cap to Large-
cap.

Quality established portfolios will win for the future.

Mr. Hiren Ved, Co-Founder & Chief 
Investment Officer, Alchemy Capital.

Mr. Murugaprasath, Research - PMS Bazaar

Biggest Job of the Portfolio 
Managers is to Educate the 

Investors

Thank you 
for making this occassion 

a Real BIG Shift.

Knowledge Session
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Very Happy to be here, it is a very prominent event which is been put up by 
PMS Bazaar, this is the 2nd edition of PMS Bazaar & ET Now event. Their last 
event was also fantastic and we look forward for many more such events. This 
is very important event for the investment fraternity, where prominent speakers 
come and talk about their products. it’s beneficial for the overall Distribution 
and product teams in India, they would like to take inputs from the speakers 
on growth in AIF & PMS and various strategies they manage. We were looking 
forward for this event, I should say, we will also look forward in future. It is 
great platform to come and present our offerings, and thank you very much for 
having us here.

It is glad to be part of this great event organised by PMS Bazar. I should 
complement PMS Bazaar for efforts taken by them to bring lot of data 
transparency in the PMS Business and the AIF Business, which was the only 
missing thing in the industry. Today if you see wealth in India is growing. As 
the wealth grows propensity to take risk increases little bit, and people want 
to generate little more Alpha and look at PMS & AIF. These are great platforms 
to invest, and we just scratched the surface, rightfully said for the event, “The 
Next BIG Shift”, we are seeing the new phase of the Industry from here on.

Mr. Deviprasad Nair, 
Head - PMS Business Development, ICICI Prudential AMC.

Kudos to PMS Bazaar for putting up this event; well attended this year than last 
year. As I have said several times earlier, alternatives, whether it is AIF or PMS 
will grow steadily, will grow rapidly as the India middle class and HNI house 
hold look for alternatives beyond real estate, Gold, Mutual funds etc. I hope to 
attend many such future edition of this event.

Mr. Saurabh Mukherjea, 
Founder & Chief Investment Officer, Marcellus

I wish to thank PMS Bazaar for inviting me for this event 2nd time to be a 
Panellist here. What differentiates this conference is that there is no other 
conference that put together the entire PMS & AIF in a common platform. 
Hence, it is not only differentiating but refreshing to hear other PMS strategies 
and Alternative strategies that talk about the breadth that is there in the market. 
Lots of learning, at the same time lot of exposure. It is a fantastic house-full 
event organised by PMS Bazaar, and hopefully they can continue from strength 
to strength going forward as well.

Mr. Trideep Bhattacharya, 
Senior Portfolio Manager, Alternative Investments, Axis AMC.

Ms. Shashi Singh, 
Senior Partner | National Sales Head, IIFL AMC.
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I am really excited to be part of this PMS & AIF 2.0 event. Over the last few years 
both AIF & PMS have become quite prominent, and the growth has coincided 
with lot of interest emanated from the investors within India. I am very grateful 
and congratulate PMS Bazaar for creating this event which gives an opportunity 
for investors and the funds to get together, exchange ideas and contribute to 
the development of this huge industry, which has great potential. Thanks PMS 
Bazaar once again and thanks for having me here.

Mr. Sunil Singhania, 
Founder, Abakkas Asset Manager.

I like to extend my heartiest congratulations to PMS Bazaar and the whole team 
here. It is a fantastic and fabulous event they have put together. I think the 
market needed some sort of platform for AIF & PMS to get together to voice 
opinions, share opinions and mix with other like the big brother Mutual fund 
industry does. Congratulations to the team and I am sure this is just the year 
two, there will be lot many more years of much more success. 

Mr. Rajesh Sehgal, 
Managing Partner, Equanimity investments.

Congratulations for the entire team PMS Bazaar for putting together a fantastic 
event on AIF & PMS at the summit 2.0. The industry continues to grow from 
strength to strength and with enablers and facilitators like PMS Bazaar bringing 
together the best minds the best investors and best thought leaders of the 
industry. I am looking forward to next year’s 3.0 summit which will be even 
bigger and better, congratulations once again.

Mr. Nalin Moniz, 
Chief Investment Officer - Alternate equity & Business Head, Edelweiss.

PMS Bazaar team has done a great job, in terms of getting all PMS & AIF 
providers on the same platform. And transparently communicating portfolio 
performance and individual investment philosophy of these funds. It is great 
effort and great job by the team. It is the second event held by PMS Bazaar 
today, it has been much bigger and better, congrats and kudos for the entire 
team.

Mr. Vishal Gajwani, 
Head alternate Investments (Equity), Aditya Birla Sun Life Asset Management.
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This was an excellent event organised by PMS Bazaar and it brought together 
multitude of views about PMS industry, about the future of AIF, basically the 
alternate investment class, which is an emerging growth investment class in 
India. If you look at the investment structure vis-à-vis mutual funds for about 
30 years and this (PMS & AIF) is the class which has just come-in, in the last 
few years. And this kind of platform help in investors understanding, what these 
classes mean? And in what way are they different, perhaps better than the 
traditional mutual funds. So this is a very valuable experience for all people who 
attended this conference.

Mr. Shankar Sharma, 
Vice Chairman & Joint Managing Director, First Global.

Very Happy to attend PMS Bazaar event. This is my 2nd event. It was extremely 
well conducted well attended very professionally run. Events like this are of great 
value because they help to get people who have been long standing successful 
people in this industry to share their views and knowledge. The knowledge is 
the most important commodity in this Business. And it also gives opportunity 
to people like us to learn from our peers and interacting with participants. PMS 
Bazaar has done a great job and I wish them all the luck for the future. And I 
always look forward to participating in any event which is organised by them.

Mr. Hiren Ved, 
Co-Founder & Chief Investment Officer, Alchemy.

Equity Participation or Financial Market Savings Participation in India is 
continuously improving. If we look at the last 10 years history, Investments 
are primarily moving into supervisory way of investments like Mutual Funds 
or PMS. Investors need to be handhold and educate about nuances of these 
products. In that context, the role of the event which we are having today from 
PMS Bazaar is very encouraging.

Mr. Shailendra Kumar, 
Co-Founder and Chief Investment Officer, Narnolia financial Advisors Ltd.

We were happy to be a part of PMS Bazaar’s version 2 of AIF & PMS , I think it is 
a great platform. Alternate investments have been an area where performances 
were not very transparent and PMS Bazaar has made a big difference and 
I think there is a large participation over-here. We wish all the best to PMS 
Bazaar and we look at having a long association with PMS Bazzar.

Mr. Sudhanshu Asthana, 
CEO & CIO, Tamohara Investment Managers.
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This is the 2nd year for PMS Bazaar to hold a conference like this. I would like 
to congratulate them for doing it amazingly well. They have created a common 
platform for all of us to come and discuss, share ideas and to give lot of input. 
It makes lot of sense, to have created the pool of wisdom in this platform, when 
we are going through such challenging times. This is worth appreciable, I wish 
them very good luck in their endeavour and Wish them many more years and 
many more sessions like this to continue. I wish PMS Bazaar a very happy 
journey from here-on.

Mr. Anunaya Kumar, 
Director & Head Sales, Invesco AMC.

I would like to thank PMS Bazaar for bringing the Alternate industry to the 
fore. PMS has been very tremendous value creator for the investors over the 
last few years. As market evolves, We would see more and more alternate 
strategies coming in and becoming more important for investors Portfolio. By 
highlighting the opportunities available in PMS & AIF, PMS Bazaar is educating 
them to various opportunities available which would help the investors to have 
significantly better returns in their portfolio going forward. I would also like 
to thank the investors for taking their time in attending this event. Alternate 
Strategies will become more important from a client portfolio perspective 

Mr. Prashasta Seth, 
Chief Executive Officer and Fund Manager – Equity, IIFL AMC.

Views of the Fund Managers of Mutual fund industry were well articulated and 
presented. But, there was a definite gap in the PMS & AIF platform as to how 
this alternate funds managers thought. To that extend PMS Bazaar has done 
a great job, presenting the views of fund managers in the PMS & AIF platform. 
The Capital allocation towards PMS & AIF in the times to come will only improve, 
so it is very interesting to hear the view of the fund managers in the PMS & AIF 
platform.

Mr. Baidik Sarkar, 
Portfolio Manager, Unifi Capital

Thank you PMS Bazaar for this wonderful event held today. It was very insightful 
and the Panels were extremely interesting. Wish PMS Bazaar all the very best 
and look forward for the same event next year. Good wishes to PMS Bazaar.

Mr. V Jayaram , 
Fund Manager , Joindre Portfolio Management Services.
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